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Abstract—Earthquake safety requirements demand RCC structure, reinforcement detailing to be as per IS 13920. With the provision of Ductile detailing on RCC Frame becomes a Special Moment Resisting Frame. A G+10 storied building with well defined architectural plan was analyse using STAAD-Pro. During analysis, it was realised that the deflections at top levels were excessively on higher side. Shear walls were provided to reduce these excessive deflections. For comparison of result, Corner Column was chosen. Two load combinations found to be critical were 1.5(DL+EQQX) or 1.5(DL+EQZ) Deflection was considered for analysis and comparison.

Index Terms—Ductility, Earthquake resistant structure, Deformation.

I. INTRODUCTION

It is uneconomical to design structures to withstand major earthquakes elastically. Therefore, the trend of design is that the structure should have sufficient strength and ductility to withstand large tremors inelastically. Ductility can be defined as the “ability of material to undergo large deformations without rupture before failure. For earthquake resistant structures, ductility provides enough scope in making the structure more resistant. If ductile members are used to form a structure, the structure can undergo large deformations before failure. This is beneficial to the users of the structures, as in case of overloading, if the structure is to collapse, it will undergo large deformations before failure and thus provides warning to the occupants. This gives a notice to the occupants and provides sufficient time for taking preventive measures; this will reduce loss of life.

This project is proposed to critically study provision of the IS 13920-1993, analyze the structure with and without ductile detailing and to study implications of ductile detailing.

II. STUDY OF IS CODES

IS 13920-1993 : Ductile Detailing of Reinforced Concrete Structures subjected to seismic Forces – Code of Practice

Clause 1.1.1 : Provisions of IS 13920-1993 shall be adopted in all reinforced concrete structures which are located in seismic zone III, IV or V.

Clause 3.4 : Hoop – It is closed stirrup having a 135 degree hook with 10 diameter extension (but less than 75mm) at each end that is embedded in the confined core of the section.

Clause 3.6 : Shear Wall- A wall that is primarily designed to resist lateral forces in its own plane.

Clause 5.2 : For all buildings which are more than 3 storeys in height, the minimum grade of concrete shall be M20 (fck = 20 MPa ).

Clause 5.3 : Steel reinforcements of grade Fe 415 (see IS 1786 : 1985 ) or less only shall be used. However, high strength deformed steel bars, produced by the thermomechanical treatment process, of grades Fe 500 and Fe 550, having elongation more than 14.5 percent and conforming to other requirements of IS 1786 : 1985 may also be used for the reinforcement.

Flexure Members
Clause 6.1.2 : The member shall preferably have a width-to-depth ratio of more than 0.3.
Clause 6.1.3: The width of the member shall not be less than 200 mm.
Clause 6.1.4: The depth D of the member shall preferably be not more than 1/4 of the clear span.

Longitudinal Reinforcement
Clause 6.2.1 -The top as well as bottom reinforcement shall consist of at least two bars throughout the member length. The tension steel ratio on any face, at any section, shall not be less than \( \rho_{\text{min}} = 0.24(fck)/fy \); where fck and fy are in MPa.

Clause 6.2.2 : The maximum steel ratio on any face at any section, shall not exceed \( \rho_{\text{max}} = 0.025 \).

Clause 6.2.3 : The positive steel at a joint face must be at least equal to half the negative steel at that face.

Clause 6.2.5 : In an external joint, both the top and the bottom bars of the beam shall be provided with anchorage length,
beyond the inner face of the column, equal to the development length in tension plus 10 times the bar diameter minus the allowance for 90 degree bend. In an internal joint, both face bars of the beam shall be taken continuously through the column.

Clause 7.4 : Special Confining Reinforcement

Clause 7.4.1 : Special confining reinforcement shall be provided over a length $l_0$ from each joint face, towards mid-span, and on either side of any section, where flexural yielding may occur under the effect of earthquake forces. The length $l_0$ shall not be less than Larger lateral dimension of the member at the section where yielding may occurs 1/6 of the clear span of the member 450mm.

Clause 7.4.2-When a column terminates into a footing or mat, special confining reinforcement shall extend at least 300 mm into the footing or mat.

Clause 7.4.6- The spacing of hoops used as special confining reinforcement shall not exceed ¼ of minimum member dimension but needs not be less than 75mm nor more than 100mm.

Clause 8 : Joints Of Frames

Clause 8.1 : The special confining reinforcement as required at the end of column shall be provided through the joint as well, unless the joint is confined as specified by 8.2.

Clause 8.2 : A joint, which has beams framing into all vertical faces of it and where each beam width is at least ¾ of the column width, may be provided with half the special confining reinforcement required at the end of the column. The spacing of the hoops shall not exceed 150 mm.

III MODELING OF STRUCTURE

Plan Of Structure - Impressa Classic, at Koradi Road, Nagpur.

Modeling of the building is done as per proposed plan of the building of Impressa Classic, at Koradi Road, Nagpur. This is the plan for G+10 storied building.

Details of Building:
1) Length of Building - 56.78m
2) Width of Building - 20.42m
3) Height of Building - 33m
4) Dimensions of column- (0.50m x 0.45m) and (0.45m x 0.5m)
5) Dimensions of beam - 0.45m x 0.45m
6) Thickness of Slab - 0.1m
7) Dead Load on Building for 0.23m thick wall - 14KN/m
8) Dead Load on Building for 0.15m thick wall - 7 KN/m
9) Live Load on Building – 2.5 KN/m2
10) Seismic load as per Zone factor and Response Reduction Factor.
   a) Earthquake load in X- Direction
   b) Earthquake load in Z- Direction
11) Thickness of Shear wall – 0.2m
12) Response Reduction Factor –
   a) For SMRF – 5
   b) For OMRF - 3

This plan modeled in STAAD-Pro for analyzing and design of G+10 storied building.

This building is analyse for different Zones (Zone II, Zone III, Zone IV, Zone V).

IV ANALYSIS & DESIGN OF STRUCTURE

For analysis of structure, 7 load combinations were considered

1) 1.5(DL+LL)
2) 1.2(DL+LL+EQX)
3) 1.2(DL+LL+EQZ)
4) 1.5(DL+EQX)
5) 1.5(DL+EQZ)
6) 0.9DL+1.5EQX
7) 0.9DL+1.5EQZ

However it was found that 2 load combinations are critical for columns. These are 1.5(DL+EQX) or 1.5(DL+EQZ) depending on orientation of columns.

During analysis, it was found that the deflection at top story levels was very high over these loading combinations. So it was decided to provide Shear wall to take care of excessive horizontal forces and reduced the deflections. By providing Shear wall, it was found that the displacements were reduced considerably, so also axial forces in various columns.
Fig. - Position of Shear Wall in the Structure

V ANALYSIS & COMPARISON OF RESULT

For Corner Column 1.5 (DL + EQZ)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FL</th>
<th>With Shear Wall</th>
<th>Without Shear Wall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OMRF</td>
<td>OMRF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>8.34</td>
<td>8.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>31.06</td>
<td>31.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>36.33</td>
<td>36.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>41.32</td>
<td>41.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>45.97</td>
<td>46.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>50.27</td>
<td>50.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>54.13</td>
<td>54.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>57.06</td>
<td>57.86</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For Corner Column 1.5 (DL + EQZ)
Deflection in OMRF Zone II Vs OMRF of Other Zones with Shear Wall

\[ y = 1.0117x - 0.0457 \]
\[ R^2 = 1 \]

\[ y = 1.0305x - 0.1096 \]
\[ R^2 = 1 \]

\[ y = 1.0586x - 0.2052 \]
\[ R^2 = 1 \]

Deflection in OMRF Zone II Vs OMRF of Other Zones without Shear Wall

\[ y = 1.0337x - 0.9373 \]
\[ R^2 = 1 \]

\[ y = 1.0625x - 1.7405 \]
\[ R^2 = 1 \]

Deflection in OMRF Zone with Shear wall Vs OMRF of All Zones without Shear wall For load case 1.5(DL+EQX) [Corner Column]

\[ y = 3.6075x + 66.393 \]
\[ R^2 = 0.9927 \]

\[ y = 3.647x + 66.808 \]
\[ R^2 = 0.9929 \]

\[ y = 3.7129x + 67.195 \]
\[ R^2 = 0.993 \]

Deflection in OMRF Zone with Shear wall Vs SMRF of All Zones without Shear wall For load case 1.5(DL+EQX) [Corner Column]

\[ y = 3.5712x + 66.365 \]
\[ R^2 = 0.9728 \]

\[ y = 3.6475x + 66.697 \]
\[ R^2 = 0.9731 \]

\[ y = 3.7129x + 67.195 \]
\[ R^2 = 0.9735 \]
VI. CONCLUSION

The following conclusions may be drawn from the study.
1. Provision of shear wall is essential for reducing displacements at various nodes. The displacements were found to reduce by 70 to 88%.
2. Critical load combinations were found, are 1.5(DL+EQX) or 1.5(DL+EQZ) depending on orientation of columns.
3. With the provision of ductile detailing, reduction in displacement are-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Column Type</th>
<th>L/C</th>
<th>% Reduction in displacements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Corner column</td>
<td>1.5(DL+EQX)</td>
<td>0.65 to 3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.5(DL+EQZ)</td>
<td>0.75o 3.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Though it is observed that the reduction in deflections is not significant but due to ductile detailing of joints, the structure can undergo more displacement to reduced the possibility of collapse.
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